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Outreach Coordinator Weekly Update
February 22 - 26

Agoura Hills:
OC engaged female, 40s at T.O. Blvd and Kanan Rd. IND stated that she lost OC’s business
card and requested another. IND stated that she wanted to enroll in residential treatment. OC
stated attempted to meet with IND to call around to find a spot. IND stated that she was on her
way to meet with her kids at her mom’s house. OC reached out to American Recovery Center in
Pomona. It is necessary to call in the mornings to inquire about open availability in in the detox
program. It is also necessary that they speak to the IND prior to arriving at the facility. OC to
follow up.
OC engaged IND at the Park and Ride. IND stated that he is still working at the convenient store
across the street and may have a second job opportunity working landscaping.
OC checked in with JT Manwell, Public Safety Liaison on a daily basis.
OC was contacted by JT Manwell who stated that the IND who was camping in front of the
Library has not been seen in a week. JT also stated that IND’s tent is no longer in Old Agoura
Park. OC to contact Shane True from LAHSA to inquire about IND. OC has not heard back from
LAHSA regarding IND.
OC received an email from Louis Celaya inquiring about IND seen
in the photo. OC to locate IND tomorrow and engage. IND has
been service resistant in the past but is becoming more
comfortable with OC. OC to follow up.
OC has not spotted IND this week.
OC engaged IND at Starbucks. IND stated that he is camped next
to the Shell station. IND is still interested in a bed at a Winter
Shelter program. There are currently no beds available.
OC placed IND in an emergency shelter last summer but IND
eventually left the facility and returned to the area. OC will
continue to engage IND.
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Calabasas:
OC was contacted by IND who is renting in the area and is in danger of being evicted OC
suggested that she visit the California Unemployment website to research Pandemic
Unemployment Insurance. If IND qualifies, she will be able to receive the assistance she needs
to solve her issue. IND rescheduled our meeting to next Tuesday.
OC checked the Gazebo on Lost Hills and Las Virgenes Blvd. No contact.
OC responded to a request from the city regarding a female, 40s, name unknown that was
spotted on the roof of the Library. Prior to OC’s arrival the Sheriff was called, the IND was
located and arrested. The IND had a felony warrant out of town. Due to COVID-19, IND was
released.
OC responded to a request from Lost Hills Sheriff Deputy. IND, female, age unknown was seen
sleeping in the bushes on Las Virgenes Rd. IND was contacted by the Deputy. OC attempted,
but was unable to locate IND.
OC received a call from IND male, who is living in his vehicle. IND is working with Child
Protective Services for housing. IND has graduated to unsupervised visits with his son twice per
week. IND asked if OC has seen his sons mother who is also homeless and suffering from
substance abuse and mental health issues. OC is attempting to locate a bed at a residential
treatment facility. OC has not seen IND for several days. OC to follow up.
OC canvassed the Civic Center early this morning and again in the afternoon. No contacts.
OC canvassed Parkway Calabasas and spoke to security, no contacts.
OC canvassed The Commons, no contacts.
OC canvassed the fence line that runs parallel to 101 freeway. No encampments
OC canvassed Albertsons shopping center, no contacts
OC canvassed Ventura Blvd. On the North side of the 101. No contacts, no encampments.
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Hidden Hills:
OC checked in with Long Valley and Burbank gates.
Upon leaving the Burbank gate OC witnessed IND,
male, 30s who appeared to be homeless and was
walking on Burbank Blvd. IND wandered off the
sidewalk to hike up a dirt path on the hillside. OC
returned to the security gate to alert Brian Hartson,
Security Manager. OC and SG worked together to
engage IND who stated that he is from Riverside and
walked to the location. IND stated that he arrived the
previous evening. IND continued to make incoherent
statements and is suffering from mental health issues.
IND had in his possession a blanket, sleeping bag, a
large amount of cutlery still in the packaging, a stolen
MacBook Pro and an IPad. Brian contacted the LASD
MET Team who promptly arrived on scene.
SD detained IND who was determined to be a danger to himself. Another security guard stated
that she had spoken to the IND approximately 2 months prior. The stolen items were taken during
a violent assault in the Santa Monica area. SD to determine if IND is identified as the perpetrator
of the assault and robbery. IND to be held on a 72 hour hold.

Malibu:
OC met with IND to contact DPSS in order to begin the process of renewing his GR. IND
requested a GROW program diversion form to be signed by Dr. King.
OC engaged IND male, 30s. IND is camping under the bridge on Corral Beach. IND is
interested in receiving services. OC informed Scott from TPC and they will meet to complete
intake paperwork. OC suggested that IND visit MCLE and speak to Oscar about work. OC to
follow up.
OC received a call from IND who is living in his RV with his family and 4 dogs. They are
currently parked on Corral Beach, across from Malibu Seafood. OC to meet IND in the morning
and drive him to MCLE to speak to Oscar. IND has experience working construction, however,
IND lost his apartment due to COVID. IND will connect with TPC to complete his intake.
OC met with male, 40s. IND is living with his wife and 2 children in an RV parked across from
Malibu Seafood. OC transported IND to MCLE to sign up for work with Oscar. IND has worked
in the oil fields and has construction experience. OC to connect IND with TPC.
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OC stopped by IND’s RV to inform him that they are possibly going to begin enforcing the
oversized vehicle restrictions tonight. IND was no there so OC spoke to his wife who stated that
they will surely move the vehicle this evening. OC to follow up on Monday.
OC stopped by the MCLE and was approached by IND, male, 30s who OC spoke to on the
beach earlier in the week. IND transported himself to the Labor Exchange to sign up with Oscar.
IND stated that he had a possible job lined up for this afternoon clearing brush. IND was very
pleased with himself. OC was too.
OC met with IND male, 60s at the lagoon. IND asked for assistance turning his food stamps
back on. OC and IND contacted DPSS and re applied.
Westlake Village:
OC canvassed Westlake Plaza and Center. New contact, male, 60s. IND stated that he is from
Arkansas. OC asked IND if he would like assistance returning home. IND stated that he has
family who he can contact but is not wanting to leave right away. OC gave IND a business card.
OC received a call from Deputy Knot regarding IND male who is camping at Westlake Village
Community Park. IND is service resistant. The city is asking for IND to be relocated and is
looking for the property owner. Once the city receives a Letter of Agency, the Sheriff with notify
IND and issue a warning for trespassing. OC to attempt to contact IND and give him extra
notice.

Other Activities:
OC participated in the Malibu Special Council Meeting on Homelessness
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